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Objectives

● Attendees will be able to:

○ Articulate the value of creative writing assignments in 
utilizing Gardner’s verbal-linguistic and intrapersonal 
intelligences

○ Replicate and/or revise creative learning writing activities 
within their own classes



Exercise 1: Poem about “When I Am Old…”

•Context: 1st day of GERO 232 Sociology of Aging class, F-2-F, S-L, 30 students

•Objective: Students will imagine themselves as an old person in an effort to help 
them to better relate to course content and consider “successful” aging.

•Logistics:
•Place Jenny Joseph’s poem “Warning: When I Am an Old Woman I Shall 

Wear Purple” and Robert N. McWilliams’ poem called “When I Am an 
Old Man” on document camera and read to students.

•Distribute a blank sheet of paper to each students and ask them to write a 
poem using “When I am old….” as a starting point.

•After sufficient time, ask students to share their poems with the class, 
highlighting how students imagine their later years will be.



Exercise 2: Poems about 
A ctivity Theory vs. Disengagement Theory
•Context: GERO 232 Sociology of Aging class, F-2-F, S-L, 30 students, unit on 
Theories of Aging
•Objective: Students will be able to articulate the difference between activity and 
disengagement theories.
•Logistics:

•Offer instruction on Activity Theory (aging is optimized when elders stay 
active and resist shrinkage of social world) and Disengagement Theory 
(normal aging involves a natural and inevitable mutual withdrawal).

•Read Edwin A. Robinson’s Mr. Flood’s Party; lead discussion as it relates to 
two theories.

•Distribute blank piece of paper and ask students to write two poems about 
aging, one from an Activity Theory point of view and the other from a 
Disengagement Theory point of view.

•Share poems and how they illustrate each theoretical perspective.



Exercise 3: Poem about an Important Mentor
•Context: GERO 231 Psychology of Aging, 1st day of class when reviewing S-L component--
the Elder Mentor Program, F-2-F, 25 students
•Objective: Students will be able to define mentor and illustrate a mentor in their life.
•Logistics:

•Describe the Elder Mentor Program– 10 hours with an older adult for semester
•Define Mentor: an experienced, trusted counselor or advisor, tutor, coach; someone who 

can "hold up a mirror to us."
•Place Gajanan Mishra’s poem entitled “My Father - My Mentor” on document camera 

and read.
•Distribute a blank piece of paper to each student.
•Ask students to consider their models of living and old age and write a poem about one 

of them.
•Reflect as a class on characteristics and impact of mentors. Help students to identify a 

mentor to ask to participate in the program.



Exercise 4: Establishing A Personal Brand
•Context: HDFS 099 Opportunities in HDFS (1cr.) 1st day of class, F-2-F, 14 first-year 
students
•Objective: Students will outline a personal brand against which they will evaluate progress.
•Logistics

•Go around room and have each students read a paragraph from Hagenbuch’s  “Starting 
from scratch: College students should build their personal brands.”

•Ask students to spend 5-10 minutes writing their own personal brand. What is the image 
or reputation they would like to develop for themselves? For what would they like to 
be known?

•Collect student writing, make copies, and return next class period.
•During the final exam period, distribute the copies of the personal brand writing and ask 

students to reflect (in writing and then verbally) on the progress they made on their 
personal brands since the beginning of the semester. 



Exercise 5: Writing a Legacy Letter (Glen Dunbar)
•Context: GERO 232 Psychology of Aging, F-2-F, S-L, 25 students, unit on Death & Dying
•Objective: Students will conduct a life review and identify most important values and life 
lessons.
•Logistics:

•Share a basic model of a legacy letter.
•Distribute a blank piece of paper.
•Ask students to write a letter to someone (alive or dead) with whom they would like to 

share life’s achievements and struggles.
•Students should illuminate key aspects of their lives. They might reflect on their beliefs, 

values and life lessons; special memories and cherished moments; spiritual beliefs and 
the purpose of life; areas of appreciation; hopes and aspirations for survivors; 
expressions of love, regret and forgiveness; last thoughts and blessings. Consider: 
What do you want them to know about you? What do you want to teach them?

•Reflect on letters and talk about the value of such an activity for life review.



Conclusion
•Creative writing assignments employ verbal-linguistic, and sometimes 
intrapersonal multiple intelligences (Gardner).

•Many creative writing assignments can be employed in family science 
classrooms.

•These particular activities could be replicated or adapted for use in your 
own classroom or online contexts.

•Each activity helps students to engage more deeply in course content and 
the application of material.



Digital Storytelling as a 
Way to Engage Students 

in Learning
Debra L. Berke, Ph.D., CFLE



Objectives
• Attendees will be able to: 

• Articulate the value of digital storytelling assignments

• Describe how to create a digital storytelling assignment

• Explore ways to incorporate digital storytelling activities into their own classes



Digital Storytelling…
● Combines “the art of telling stories with a variety of digital 

multimedia, such as images, audio and video” (Robin, 2006, p.1). 
● Usually revolves around a chosen theme, is typically a few minutes 

long and has a variety of uses (Robin, 2006).
● Can be a formative or summative assessment tool. 



Directions for Digital Storytelling Assignment
Document your life or the life of someone you know 
through digital storytelling. You are to cover the physical, 
cognitive, and psychosocial development of the individual 
at different stages (e.g., infancy, early childhood, middle 
childhood, etc.) through your story. A useful 
website is: 
http://digitalstorytelling.coe.uh.edu/. 

http://digitalstorytelling.coe.uh.edu/


“Twenty-first Century Literacy”

Digital 
Literacy

G lobal 
Literacy

Technology 
Literacy

Vis ual 
Literacy

Information 
Literacy



Benefits of 
Digital 

S torytelling

● Research skills
● Writing skills
● Organization skills
● Technology skills 
● Presentation skills 
● Interview skills
● Interpersonal skills
● Problem-solving skills
● Assessment skills (Robin, 2006)







Student Reflections Overall
● “In general, I enjoyed this project. I think it is a much better way to project what 

students have learned than through writing a paper, as every other class requires. It 
has given me a chance to express myself and do things a little bit differently.”

● “I really enjoyed doing the digital storytelling assignment because it helped me to 
reflect on my own life and all of my developmental accomplishments.  It was a 
great way to instill the knowledge of what we learned in the course and apply it to 
something personal and meaningful.”

● “I honestly enjoyed this assignment, as it will be remembered as one of the few 
major ones that highlighted my undergraduate venture.”

● “The digital storytelling assignment was a great learning experience as I am not 
very tech savvy.  It took me out of my comfort zone and I felt quite accomplished 
when I was finally finished.”



Using Digital Storytelling Across the 10 CFLE 
Content A reas

● Families and Individuals in Societal Context:
● Internal Dynamics of Families
● Human Growth and Development Across the Lifespan
● Human Sexuality
● Interpersonal Relationships
● Family Resource Management
● Parent Education and Guidance
● Family Law and Public Policy
● Professional Ethics and Practice
● Family Life Education Methodology
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Using Oral History Interviews 
to Build Intergenerational 

Understanding in the Human 
Sexuality Classroom

Sarah Kuborn, Ph.D., CFLE



Assignment Purpose

To gain a better understanding of historical, familial, 
societal, and other environmental factors that influence 
one’s own sexual self.



Oral History Interviews

Offer students the opportunity to infuse classroom concepts with experiential learning (White, 
2013). 

Offer the potential for students to apply and integrate knowledge, values, and skills learned in 
the classroom to real-life context (Ames & Diepstra, 2006; Villar, Fabà, & Celdrán, 2013). 

Provide a framework for students to reinforce empathy and build intergenerational relationships 
(Ames & Diepstra, 2006; Lubarsky, 1997; Lundy, 2007; Zucchero, 2011).



Instructions

Interview two members of their family, preferably two from generations different from their 
own.

Analyze patterns of similarities and differences regarding behavior, attitudes, and norms over 
the years (Ames & Diepstra, 2006). 

Identify patterns of change, and explain the historical factors that might have interacted to 
produce these changes (e.g., social, cultural, demographic, economic, political, legal, 
technological, etc.).



Interview Themes/ Questions
Choosing a Theme:

*Questions were provided under each theme and they were able to create their own 
questions as well (should be approved by instructor).

Gender Identity Development Sex Education

Gender Roles LGBTQ+

Dating Parent-child Sexual Communication

Childbearing/Pregnancy Sexual Attitudes

Contraception Sexual Behavior/Interests



Student Reflections Overall
● “I really enjoyed the writing of this paper a lot more than I thought I would. At first, I was 

worried that it would be awkward to interview my aunt because we had never talked about sex 
before. It was great to find out that she was open to talking about these things with me and that 
it was not awkward. It made our relationship that much stronger. All and all, it was a positive 
experience that allowed me to become closer to my family.”

● “In this class, I have learned that what society sees as normal and unusual is constantly evolving 
with each generations. When it comes to sexuality, beliefs, contraceptives, behaviors, 
etc…nothing actually stays that way forever. I have a great respect for older generations 
because what I see today has not always been seen in such a way. I enjoyed hearing about “old 
school norms” and things that weren’t normal to them when they were growing up. It just goes 
to show that everyone and everything in society is in a constant shift and it makes me curious to 
see what will become the new “norm” and what will now be considered “unusual” to future 
generations.”



● “I’ve learned a lot about sex and how the knowledge of it has evolved over the years. I found it 
interesting to see the patterns of how lack of information and having descent knowledge can 
impact a person’s life with the decisions they make. I’ve learned from interviewing people from 
different generations that sex is seen differently in different times.”

● “What I have learned from conducting these interviews is so much more than the personal 
stories from my family members; it is a timeline of the ever-evolving conversation about sex in 
America.  These are priceless stories told by the people who were actually there, and lived 
through the events.  In some ways this paper was able to fill some voids in communication that I 
discussed earlier in the paper. I guess I can compare everything that I have learned writing this 
paper to a first kiss.  It was a little awkward, I didn’t know what to say at times, but in the end 
everything was alright, and I will carry this experience for the rest of my life.”

Student Reflections Overall



Student Reflections Overall
● “Conducting this interview was an eye opening experience for me...social norms and personal 

experiences did play a part in us possessing some differing views.”

● “I personally like this type of assignment as I prefer to write that allows me to use my critical 
thinking skills. My interaction with my interviewees was rewarding and educational in its own 
right. I only wish I had more time to have interviewed additional persons and had additional 
older generation participants.”

● “Conducting the interviews with my grandmother and my mother was very 
interesting...Collaborating on this paper with members of my family allowed us time to discuss 
something that would normally never come up in everyday conversation.  I enjoyed learning my 
grandmother's and my mother's stands on certain topics related to sex and how they would 
approach such a situation.  In turn, I felt as if I was also teaching my grandmother and my 
mother about the different topics of sex that we have covered throughout this course.  It was a 
learning opportunity for all of us.” 
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Marriage in 7 Minutes 
Pecha Kucha Style

Julie Leventhal, M.S., CFLE
University of North Texas



HDFS 2313 - Courtship and Marriage

● Class description and objectives:
● The study of dating, courtship, and marriage relationships.
● Recognize and interpret normative stages, nuances, and attributes of courtship-related 

topics in relationship development as they relate to yourself and the greater human 
system.

● Describe and apply stages, nuances, and attributes of marriage and/or intimate partner 
relationship development over the life course as they relate to yourself and the greater 
human system.

● Assess and interpret course goals 1 and 2 within a cultural and diversity lens in order to 
broaden understanding about these two knowledge areas from multiple perspectives.



UNT Core Curriculum
● HDFS 2313 falls under Language, Philosophy, and Culture.

○ Courses in this category focus on how ideas, values, beliefs and other aspects of culture express 
and affect human experience.

○ Courses involve the exploration of ideas that foster aesthetic and intellectual creation in order to 
understand the human condition across cultures.

○ Specifically includes the following core objectives:
■ Critical Thinking Skills, including creative thinking, innovation, inquiry, and analysis, 

evaluation and synthesis of information
■ Communication Skills, including effective development, interpretation and expression of 

ideas through written, oral and visual communication
■ Personal Responsibility, including the ability to connect choices, actions and consequences 

to ethical decision-making
■ Social Responsibility, including intercultural competence, knowledge of civic responsibility, 

and the ability to engage effectively in regional, national, and global communities.



Purpose of a Pecha Kucha
● What is a pecha kucha?

○ 20 images/slides, each shown or set for 20 seconds.
○ Slides automatically advance.
○ You talk over and supplement the images or text provided.

● Benefits of a PK
○ It’s different… not just another paper!
○ In under just a few minutes, the project is done.
○ Students have the ability to practice and practice some more.
○ It’s highly customizable.
○ It stops students from droning on and on.
○ It utilizes technology that most students are familiar with (lots of options). 





Assignment Guidelines
● Courtship rituals and dating customs

○ Ex: What is allowed/not allowed?; views on sex/sexuality before and after marriage; gender 
norms.

● Marriage ceremony information
○ Ex: Traditions (food, attire, roles); who and what is involved?

● Role of the parents in dating and marriage
○ Ex: Dowry or arranged partnerships; role of the parents before, after marriage and before, 

after children.
● Family

○ Ex: Where do the newlyweds live?; what is each spouse’s role?
● Divorce

○ Ex: What is allowed?; specific requirements; how is infidelity handled?



Grading the Pecha Kucha Project
● Format/grammar

○ Meets the 15-20x20 requirement; well-organized slides.
○ Error free and professional slides.
○ Topic sign-up completed by the due date.

● Presentation style/voice/recording
○ Speaks clearly, is loud enough to be heard, and voice is appropriate for the content on each slide.
○ Vocal presence enhances the quality of the presentation.
○ Well-rehearsed with smooth delivery.

● Content
○ Dating customs, marriage ceremony, role of parents, family, divorce.

● Visuals
○ Images and text selected effectively.
○ Main ideas clearly conveyed.
○ Content was evenly distributed across slides.



Assessment - P echa Kucha R eflection
Now that you have all completed your own Pecha Kucha Presentation, it is time to learn from one another! Select 
and watch a minimum of THREE recorded presentations posted on the class Youtube playlist: 
https://www.youtube. com/playlist?list=PLYJqtABJNEOUT-Hyz5sVJwmUqxmvnitxh. As presentations are 
submitted on Blackboard, they will be uploaded here. All presentations will be posted no more than 24 hours 
after the assignment deadline. Reflect on the following questions:

● What were the main points covered in each presentation? What new cultural perspectives/information 
was learned from viewing these presentations?

● Briefly describe your own cultural beliefs regarding dating and marriage. Describe how you would respond 
if you were interested in starting or maintaining a relationship with someone who holds distinctly different 
beliefs as your own. Would this even be an option for you? How would you respond? How would your 
social networks/family respond? How would you reconcile potential cultural differences in your romantic 
relationship? Think about all of the difference influences that could affect the relationship.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLYJqtABJNEOUT-Hyz5sVJwmUqxmvnitxh




Student Feedback
● Favorite part of the assignment:

○ Choosing their own topic, learning more about different topics and researching areas they were passionate 
about.
■ “My favorite part was getting to research about a certain topic that I got to decide. It helped me because it 

was something I liked, enjoyed, and it was part of my culture and I was happy I got to present it and show 
it to the class!”

○ Fairly easy and not that long of an assignment.
○ Ability to work at their own pace.

● Least favorite part of the assignment:
○ Technical difficulties with no alternatives.

■ Challenges on a chromebook with Google slides.
■ Setting the sound up within the required time frame.

○ Learning how to record their voices and voicing over the powerpoint.
○ Time consuming.

■ “I did a lot of research before writing out my script for my recording, but I feel we were given a good 
amount of time to complete it.”

○ Converting the powerpoint to video.



Student Feedback
● Recommendations to make the project better:

○ “Have other options to present your information rather than creating a video for it.”
○ “I think having maybe more strict guidelines would help me to decide what exactly to put on the 

presentation.”
○ “Honestly, I would have liked to know that it would have worked better on a non-apple laptop before I started. 

Had I done this project on a PC, I think it would have run much more smoothly.”
○ “Giving us another 5-10 seconds for the audio/slides (I had a LOT of information that I couldn’t include in the 

presentation because of the time limit).”
● Additional feedback:

○ “I just want to say that I really enjoyed this project. It is probably the first project that I would call FUN!”
○ “I think overall this project was a good way to present. Some people are shy, and this is a unique way to get all 

the information across and present in a different way.”
○ “I actually used Imovie by screen shooting my powerpoint slides, setting each to 20 seconds, then doing the 

voice over for each picture. I did this because I thought it was easier since I knew how to use it, and I was able 
to upload it to Youtube myself.”

○ “I feel like I learned a lot from this assignment and it made me step out of my comfort zone.”



Promoting Intercultural Learning 
Through Application in Foundational

Family Science Courses
Bahira Trask, Ph.D.

Professor & Chair

HDFS / Univ. of Delaware 

bstrask@udel.edu



“The growing global interdependence that characterizes our 
time calls for a generation of individuals who can engage in 
effective problem solving and participate simultaneously in 
local, national, and global civic life. Put simply, preparing 
our students to participate fully in today and tomorrow’s 
world demands that we nurture their global competence.”

(Boix, Mansilla & Jackson, 2011, p. xiii)



Globalization has Increased Connectedness
●Prediction: globalization would lead to homogenization

●Reality: More people are exposed to cultural differences than we imagined:
○Example: Land Rover
○Employees have to travel; exposed to difference in workplace that used to 

be dominated by white men
○Resurgence of ethnic identity
○Individuals living in multiple countries creating bi and tri-cultural 

identities



Family Science Needs to Incorporate 
Intercultural Learning as Foundational

● Globalization
● Diversification of our own society
● Understanding development in various contexts
● Furthering interdisciplinary research and understanding
● Building the cross-cultural skills of our students
● Diversity needs to be discussed in a global framework





Cultural Exposure Through the Ages
●Plato suggested that travel abroad should be limited to people over 40 as they 

were less susceptible to learning something new

●Early 20th Century: Teddy Roosevelt argued for assimilation

●Occupational success was thought to be linked to assimilation: disproven; 
needed skills lead to occupational and economic attainment



Intercultural Learning Factors

●Becoming culturally competent goes beyond learning facts and customs:
○Explicit learning: Involved learning how to perform those actions
○Unconscious learning: social learning theory – this is largely an implicit 

process
■We mimic the behavior of individuals we interact with (mirroring)

●Studies of ex-pats show that we adopt cultural norms
○For instance: Japanese are more self-critical; Americans are 

more self-enhancing



Why is Social Learning Foundational?

○Evolutionary adaptive behavior – this is how the human 
race has survived

○Knowledge sharing has been passed through the 
generations in contrast to other primates

○Fundamental to cultural learning



Implications for Attaining Cultural 
Competence

●Recent evidence from studies of language training have contrasted explicit 
training (grammar-focused classroom lessons) and implicit training 
(immersive exposure) and found that they differentially affect neural (ERP) 
measures. 

(Morris et al. 2014)

●Understanding that there are 2 different processes involved allows us to 
develop better tools for intercultural learning



Non- Traditional Learning Tools

●Web-based tutorials that allow for cultural immersion experiences:
○Widen range of exposure to internal variations in a culture

●Intercultural interaction scenarios – case studies of critical incidents that may 
illustrate different ways of thinking about the same incident
○Participants may become motivated to understand why they made 

“mistakes”
○Assists them in understanding their “American” lens
○Caution – should not be the only learning tool as this otherwise leads to 

stereotyping



Culturally Mixed Experiences
❖Students can learn about cultural norms by comparing across cultures

❖Doing short observational field-work like assignments in ethnic 
neighborhoods looking for characteristic behavioral patterns

❖Videos and movies
➢Dating and mating across cultures

❖Simulations and role plays – reinforce social learning



Building Cultural Confidence Is a 
S tep- by- S tep P rocess

●Students can learn partial accommodation – for instance when former Pres. 
Obama met the Emperor of Japan he shook hands and bowed

●Practicing cultural interactions in low-stress environments: if stressed we 
resort to our first cultural frame of reference
○Start small; with each interaction confidence is gained

■For instance, what would an encounter in a restaurant be like; then 
with someone on the street; then in a healthcare facility; at a 
workplace etc.



Employing Intercultural Knowledge

●Accommodation (bringing one’s behavior closer to that of one’s interactant) 
fosters positive relationship characteristics, such as rapport, respect and trust 
○Trust is critical to the success of intercultural negotiations (Kramer, 2010)

●Accommodation can also evoke negative reactions if it comes across as 
extreme or blatant 

●Students need to be taught a moderate level of accommodation (Molinsky, 
2013)



Thank you ☺
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